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OVERVIEW
TOPIC

Pattern language provides a critical framework to analyze architecture.

ASSERTION

Pattern language can be used to design a quality architectural environment
for artists.

THESIS

A design premised on a pattern language develops a vocabulary that relates
function to form.

FACILITY

With a facility based on a pattern language to encourage a quality
environment, architecture can create a self-supporting co-op in which
dancers and artists are encouraged to communicate and work together.
The resulting mixed use co-op will be dance and art studios, with retail
supply distributors for both disciplines. The space will be a four story
building about 20,000 s.f.

SITE

The facility, located in Austin, will face west on Lamar Ave 300 yards north
of 6th St. The area is currently undergoing major redevelopment. Recently,
a health food store and a bookstore were built on the northeast corner of
6th and Lamar. Now a site on the southeast side of 6th and Lamar is being
developed for a mixed use shopping center and office complex.

THEORY

THEORY
"Towns and buildings will not be able to
become alive, unless they are made by all the
people in society, and unless these people share
a common pattern language, within which to
make these buildings, and unless this common
pattern language is alive itself."1

INTRODUCTION
Pattern language can be used to obtain a quality architectural environment
for students. A quality lies inside everyone and everything which gives the
feeling of being alive. This quality is so distinct in character that it cannot be
named.
A quality architectural environment for students provokes joy within
everyone. Joy is considered an aspect of this quality. Patterns, capture this
quality in buildings.

PATTERN LANGUAGE
"Towns and buildings will not be able to become alive, unless they are
made by all the people in society, and unless these people share a common
pattern language, within which to make these buildings, and unless this
common pattern language is alive itself."1 Christopher Alexander developed
a pattern language derived from the experiences of he and his colleagues
during planning and architectural experiences. Its purpose is to create an
uncomplicated method of designing that is able to produce an infinite
number of designs on any type of development, big or small. Anyone can
use pattern languages to better their town, community, or home.

Fig 21: Italian village

Each pattern addresses one aspect of the problem and provides a resolution
for the problem. It also provides a solution in a manner that allows the user
to perform the action in an infinite number of ways. The pattern descriptions
are all developed using the same method to simplify the user's
understanding. Each pattern first displays a picture illustrating an archetypal
model. Patterns are followed by text grouping them under broader
categories of pattern types. Following this is a headline summarizing the
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THEORY
nature of the problem the pattern addresses. The subsequent text details the
problem and summarizes the suggested solution. Then there is a small
conclusion of the problem stating the inherent solution. Each pattern is
finalized with a paragraph stating the smaller patterns covered by it. Every
pattern is interrelated giving them all meaning within a larger whole. For
example the pattern SELF GOVERNING WORKSHOPS AND OFFICES (80} is
connected to larger patterns SCATIERED WORK (9), INDUSTRIAL RIBBONS
(42}, and WORK COMMUNITY (41}. It is also connected to smaller patterns
OFFICE CONNECTIONS (82}, BUILDING COMPLEX (95}, SMALL SERVICES
WITHOUT RED TAPE (81}, MASTER AND APPRENTICES (83}, and SMALL
WORK GROUPS (148). The full design solution is made up of an
agglomeration of the individual patterns which affect it.

Fig 21: Fly

The purpose of this structure is to make it feasible for anyone to use.
Alexander states that patterns that are "discovered, as time goes on, will
enter a common language, which all of us can share."2 Making it simpler for
non-architects to use the patterns will facilitate the growth of the language.
Quality Without a Name
With a pattern language Alexander states that a quality will be achieved
within the design. What is this quality Alexander cannot name? Many
different ways of explaining this quality are named in Alexander's book A
Timeless Way.

Fig 23: Fountains

"There is a central quality which is the root criterion of life and spirit in a
man, a town, a building, or a wilderness. This quality is objective and
precise, but it cannot be named."3 There are many things that this quality
resembles, but even though these descriptors may be identified they don't
exactly describe the feeling the quality launches within the observer.

THEORY
Fig 24: Dancer

The quality is free "from inner contradictions"4 while remaining full of life.
Freedom from inner contradictions involves being true to oneself and
creating a centrality within. Then the quality grows to encompass the
sensation of being alive. The word alive contains a special beauty that all at
once envelops the consciousness of the quality while not fully grasping it.
Because the meaning of life has not been defined the phenomenon of life
cannot completely portray this quality. The word whole, might better
explain the quality because it uses the perception of freedom and concepts
from life to form a new understanding and give a fresh perspective on this
question. "But the word whole is too enclosed,"s it implies restraints or a
stopping point. Comfortable has no inner contradictions. Yet it still does not
quite carry the meaning the quality without a name does. It holds other
meanings, which imply negativity when something is too comfortable.
"A word which overcomes the lack of openness in the words 'whole' and
comfortable,' is the word 'free."' 6 Free denotes a balance of powers. Free,
however does not cover all of the elements. Exact, egoless, or eternal may
help clarify this perplexity. But do these words really describe the quality
totally? "And so you see, in spite of every effort to give this quality a name,
there is no single name which captures it."7 Words cannot illustrate the
quality without a name because words are too expansive, and the quality
too specific. The only way we can know if the building achieves the quality
is the feeling we receive from it.
Being Alive

Fig 2.5: Excited dancers

"We know, now, what the quality without a name is like, in fe eling and in
character. But so far, concretely, we have not seen this quality in any system
larger than a tree, a pond, a bench. Yet it can be in anything- in buildings,
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animals, plants, cities, streets, the wilderness-and in ourselves. We shall
begin to understand it concretely, in all these larger pieces of the world,
only when we first understand it in ourselves."a
The quality is alive within everyone and anything. It lives within people,
animals, plants, buildings, cities, streets, and the wilderness. We feel it when
we experience wonder, pain, desire, satisfaction, love, and joy. Like "those
special secret moments in our lives, when we smile unexpectedly - when all
our forces are resolved."9 Because this quality lives in us, we can generate it
in towns and buildings we design.
Harmony with our surroundings helps develop our state of harmony inside.
When patterns are alive, "they let our inner forces loose, and set us free; but
when they are dead they keep us locked in inner conflict."10 Patte rns that
are alive solve the problem and help people come to life in the buildings
they shape.

A QUALITY ARCHITECTURAL ENVIRONMENT FOR STUDENTS
Creating a quality architectural environment for students involves designing a
building that will bring joy into every activity involved in the education
process. Patterns should respond to the need for joy.
MAIN ENTRANCE

PATIERNS
The pattern language for the dance and art studio is as follows:
SELF-GOVERNING WORKSHOPS AND OFFICES (80}
OFFICE CONNECTIONS (82)
SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105}

THEORY
ROOF GARDEN

COMMUNAL EATING

I
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This list establishes the pattern language for the dance and art studio. The
patterns were chosen because they help institute a sense of joy in the overall
environment.
The SELF-GOVERNING WORKSHOPS AND OFFICES (80) calls for work
groups of 5 to 20 workers housed with OFFICE CONNECTIONS (82).
Pattern 82 suggests the "nuisance distance,"11 or the distance of travel
between two separate areas, should be kept to a minimum to better facilitate
interaction between office groups. Patterns 80 and 82 will be used to
develop the office style.
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MAIN ENTRANCE (110)
ROOF GARDEN (118)
COMMUNAL EATING (147)
A PLACE TO WAIT (150)
BUILDING EDGE (160)

SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105) will help to orient the building's
outdoor spaces specifying that all outdoor spaces need sunlight if they want
to be fully utilized. MAIN ENTRANCE (110) then will help establish a style for
forming the entry, specifying that the entry should extend itself out from the
building to call attention to itself. The outdoor space in ROOF GARDEN (118)
will not only be on the south side of the building, but it will be filled with
gardens, private places, places to draw and paint, as well as some covered
areas to use in the heat or rain.
Within the building will be COMMUNAL EATING (147) to provide an area
where people can socialize while not under the pressures of their art. There
will also be A PLACE TO WAIT (150) in several different areas throughout
the facility. These areas can be used to wait to sign up for classes, stretch

THEORY
before dance classes, and congregate before art classes. Each of these
activities will be facilitated with specific equipment in those areas. The front
of the building will also be a place to wait with BUILDING EDGE (160)
specifying spots to sit and relax and watch the street action.

Christopher Alexander and others, eds., A Pattern Language {New York: Oxford
University Press, 1977), x.
2 Ibid, xv.
3 Christopher Alexander, The Timeless Way of Building {New York: Oxford University
Press, 1979), 19.
4 Ibid., 26.
s Ibid., 28.
6 Ibid., 33.
7 Ibid., 39.
a Ibid., 47.
a Ibid., 52.
9 Ibid., 101.
10 Alexander, A Pattern Language. 411.
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THEORY
THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Archited: Christopher Alexander
Date: 1975

Fig 28: Tuesday's sketch
Monday

Fig 29: Wednesday's sketch

Scope: The master plan of the University of Oregon; containing 15,000
students and 3300 faculty and staff. Located in Eugene, Oregon the
university finds itself in a small town of about 84,000 inhabitants. In his
design Alexander is trying to combine master planning and influences of
members of the college and community.
Significance:
• The use of patterns
• The process was to take one pattern at a time and adding on other
patterns as the design developed.
• OFFICE CONNECTIONS (82)
• SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105)
• MAIN ENTRANCE (110)

Thursday aflernoon

Fig 2.10: Thursday's sketch

Fig 2.11: Thursday afternoon's

T!te fimr/ tlrnwi11g

Fig 2.12: Final drawing

THE UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

THEORY
THE LINZ CAF~
Archited: Christopher Alexander
Date: 1980
Scope: A cafe for the 1980 summer exposition. A three story cafe providing
a resting area for exposition visitors.
Significance:
• The freedom to write the program without a client
• Has the goal of inspiring a feeling

Fig 215: Interior view
with people

THE LINZ CAFE

THEORY
INTEGRATION/INTERACTION
GOAL 1 The environment should encourage interaction
between dancers and artists.
Performance Requirements
All spaces should appear open and inviting through the
use of large doors, HALF-OPEN WALLS (193}, and
INTERIOR WINDOWS (194}.
Outdoor areas should motivate people to gather by
using SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105}, BUILDING
EDGE (160}, ROOF GARDENS (118}, and GARDEN
WALLS (173}.
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HALF-OPEN WALLS

INTERIOR WINDOWS

SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS

BUILDING EDGE

Each space should visually communicate the goals of the
entire facility.

tt

INTEGRATION/ INTERACTION

THEORY

ROOF GARDEN

GARDEN WALL

INTEGRATION/ INTERACTION

THEORY
ARTICULATION OF PATTERNS
GOAL 1 Patterns should be applied to the design using
a layering system.
Performance Requirements
Overall patterns should be applied first by reacting to
building goals and contextual issues.
Room patterns should be applied next by responding to
room goals and building patterns.

/i~
LAYERING PROCESS

INTEGRATION/ INTERACTION
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FACILITY
With hippie viewpoints afoot and a virtual cultural renaissance alive, Austin is
a thriving center of economic prosperity and diversity. Opportunities are
rising and must be grasped swiftly. Austin's projected population growth is a
150% increase between 1999 to 2010. Within all this growth communities
must be enlightened and the gap between economic and social barriers
must be bridged. Teaching a respect for art is one way to cross this bridge;
broadening the minds of all people.
Through the involvement in a co-op each artist will work for the betterment
of the organization. The facility will be the vessel in which this co-op thrives.
Artists will receive the benefits of a low cost place to conduct private classes
and do their own work. In return each artist will be expected to volunteer a
set number of hours to keep the community afloat. Some jobs will be more
demanding than others, therefore, those artist performing those duties will
receive more benefits from the organization. Everything within the facility
will be used to bring in money to fund the organization. Resultantly, it will
benefit each artist to buy supplies and dance clothes at the shop on the
ground floor and recycle their money into their cause.
Having personal investment in the facility will reinforce the pride and joy in
the users and stimulate the community. To enhance this sense of joy the
facility must realize the quality captured by a pattern language. A design
premised on a pattern language can develop a concept creating a quality
form that is ordered and alive. The facilities creation of the sensation of
being alive will heighten the awareness of the users' excitement.
This will in turn create a luring effect on the users of the facility. They will
have an overwhelming desire to be involved in everything happening in the
art world and within this building.

Fig 3.1 Toulouse-Laulrec' s "Jane Avril Dancing"

INTRODUCTION

FACILITY
The project is a mixed use facility with
DANCE AND ART STUDIOS, as well as
shops on the ground floor.

Fig 3.2 Toulouse-Lautre c's "Da ncer Seate d"

FACILITY
To create a dance and art studio that will
facilitate a joyous educational experience
through the interaction between students
of both studios.

Fig 3.3
Toulouse·
Lautrec's "After
the Ritz"

Fig 3.4 Edgar
Degas' "The
Dance School"

Fig 3.5 Edgar Degas' "Dancer Adjusting Her Shoe"

MISSION STATEMENT

FACILITY
THE PLACE: DANCE AND ART STUDIOS
Architect: Allies and Morrison
Date: 2001
Scope: A three story adaptive reuse project containing dance studios, art
studios, a theatre, and offices.
Significance:
• Encourages interaction between students
• Uses STAIRCASE AS A STAGE (133) for interaction areas
• Must react to the size and shape of the site

Fig 3.8 Axonometric
showing warm up
zones and entrance

Fig 3.9 Main entrance
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Architect: Peter Van Dine
Date: 1982
Scope: A two story addition to an existing dance studio. The facility houses
two dance companies who share performance and rehearsal studios.
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Fig 3.10 Facility plans & section
Fig 3.11 Exterior view
Fig 3.12 Interior view of main
dance studio

Significance:
• The use of shared spaces
• The large studio that doubles as a performance space
• Use of space

FACILITY
SPACES
COMMON AREAS
entry
lobby
waiting areas
offices
kitchen
roof garden
~icket sales
!elevators
restrooms
DANCE STUDIOS
performance space
rehearsal studio
classroom
klressing rooms
projection & light booth
$torage
~RT STUDIOS
$tudio spaces
~lass room
Studio beside dance studio
gallery area
storage
SHOP
shop space
display windows
counter area
'itting rooms
storage

TOTAL
GROSS

SQ.FT.
6910
50
200
1500
1300
250
3000
60
230
320
7230
3500
1000
2000
600
50
80
7300
3000
2000
1000
1000
300
715
500
50
50
40
75

22155
26586

FACILITY
LOBBY
Adivity Analysis
Activities: entering, drawing, socializing

active
welcoming
area

Users: everyone
Design Requirements
A PLACE TO WAIT (150)
The lobby should contain activities where people can
meet and interact.
RECEPTION WELCOMES YOU (149)
The area between the receptionist and the door should
be cleared to provide an axes.

•••

A PLACE TO WAIT

RECEPTION WELCOMES YOU

CORNER DOORS (196)
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting the activities.
WINDOW PLACE (180}
At least one window should be made into a window
seat.
BUilT-IN SEATS (202)
Seats should be built into the most comfortable areas for
people to sit.
HALF OPEN WALL (193)
Open approximately half of the wall to create a sense of

I

L
CORNER DOORS

WINDOW PLACE

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
openness and flow between rooms.
Space Analysis
Equipment: receptionist desk, chairs, shelves and filing
cabinets
Size: 200 s.f.
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HALF OPEN WALL

BUILT-IN SEATS

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
WAITING AREAS
Activity Analysis
lounging, drawing, painting, stretching,
Activities:
socializing,

active

Users: everyone
Design Requirements
A PLACE TO WAIT (150)
Shared public spaces should as a place of arrival for
clusters of activity spaces.
A PLACE TO WAIT

SIX-FOOT BALCONY

WINDOW PLACE

BUILT-IN SEATS

SIX-FOOT BALCONY (167)
Balconies should be used to extend the spaces outside
of the box.
WINDOW PLACE (180)
At least one window should be made into a window
seat.
BUILT-IN SEATS (202)
Seats should be built into the most comfortable areas for
people to sit.
WAIST-HIGH SHELF (201)
Waist high shelving should be added to add storage
without adding space.

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
OFFICES
Activity Analysis
Activities: research, public communications, scheduling
Users: the people that run the co-op
Design Requirements

FLEXIBLE OFFICE SPACE {146)
The offices should be laid out to define half private
versus common spaces.

SMALL WORK GROUPS {148)

FLEXIBLE OFFICE SPACE

The offices should be broken into small definable work
spaces.

SMALL WORK GROUPS

SMALL MEETING ROOMS {151)
Meeting rooms should fit 12 people or less.

HALF-PRIVATE OFFICE {152)
Each workspace should be half-open to common spaces
and contain comfortable sitting spaces.
Space Analysis
desks,
Equipment:
shelves, art

chairs,

Size:
•
•
•

Owner = 300 s.f.
Work Area= 500 s.f.
Meeting Rooms= 500 s.f.

computers, telephones,

•I
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••
•
SMALL MEETING ROOMS

•

HALF-PRIVATE OFFICE

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
KITCHEN
Activity Analysis
Activities: preparing food, eating meals, socializing
Users: everyone
Design Requirements
COMMUNAL EATING (147}
The space should promote the gathering of people for
eating and conversations.

T
ac:tivitv zone

FARMHOUSE KITCHEN (139}
The space should be conducive to easy preparation of
food and eating in the same area

communal eatino

ac:tivitv zone

COMMUNAL EATING

FARMHOUSE KITCHEN

SUNNY COUNTER (199}
The counter should be placed on the south side of the
room to expose it to the sun.
Space Analysis
Equipment: small oven/ stove, microwave, sink, cabinets,
tables, refrigerator
Size: 250 s.f.

SUNNY COUNTER

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
ROOFGARDEN
Activity Analysis
sun bathing, drawing, painting, relaxing,
Activities:
barbecuing, socializing
Users: everyone
Design Requirements
ROOF GARDEN (118)
The space should be terraced for planting with private
places to sit and sleep.
ROOF GARDEN

OUTDOOR ROOM

GARDEN WALL

GARDEN SEAT

OUTDOOR ROOM (163)
The space should be enclosed to create the feeling of a
room outside.
GARDEN WALL (173)
Form a barrier to protect the interior of the garden from
the action and noise of the street.
GARDEN SEAT (176)
The space should create a private quiet area with
relaxing seating, substantial planting, and sunlight.
Space Analysis
Equipment: sculptures, gardens, chairs, tables
Size: 3000 s.f.

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
STAIRS
Activity Analysis
Activities: circulation, talking to people, sitting

active

Users: everyone
Design Requirements
A PLACE TO WAIT (150)
The stairs should create nodes
people to gather and wait.

in

the circulation for

SHORT PASSAGES (132)
The staircases should connect main areas with short
eventful passages.

A PLACE TO WAIT

SHORT PASSAGES

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE (133)
The staircase should serve as a central attraction.
Space Analysis
Size: 4ft wide

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE

COMMON AREAS

FACILITY
PERFORMANCE SPACE
Activity Analysis
Activities: dancing, stretching, observing, instrument
playing
Users: dancers, chorographers, audience
Design Requirements
STAIR SEATS {125}
A stair like structure should serve as the seating during
performances.

r
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STAIR SEATS

CORNER DOORS

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES

CEILING HEIGHT VARIETY

CORNER DOORS {196}
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.
LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM (159}
Natural lighting should enter the room from at least two
directions.
CEILING HEIGHT VARIETY {190}
The ceiling height should be at least 20 feet.
GOOD MATERIALS {207}
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the dance
environment.

DANCE STUDIOS

FACILITY
ACOUSTICALLY ABSORBENT
The ceiling should be built with acoustically absorbent
materials
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Spatial Analysis
Equipment: mirrors, barres, maple wood floors, seating,
piano
Size: 3500 s.f.
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GOOD MATERIALS

ACOUSTICALLY ABSORBANT

DANCE STUDIOS

FACILITY
REHEARSAL STUDIO
Activity Analysis
Activities: dancing, stretching, observing, instrument
playing
Users: dancers, chorographers, observers
Design Requirements
CORNER DOORS (196)
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.

L
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CORNER DOORS

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES

CEILING HEIGHT VARIETY

INTERIORWINDOWS

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM (159)
Natural lighting should enter the room from at least two
directions.

CEILING HEIGHT VARIETY (190)
The ceiling height should be at least 15 feet.
INTERIOR WINDOWS (194)
The room should be developed to allow observations.

GOOD MATERIALS (207)
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the dance
environment.

DANCE STUDIOS

FACILITY
Spatial Analysis
Equipment: mirrors, barres, maple wood floors, piano
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GOOD MATERIALS

DANCE STUDIOS

FACILITY
CLASSROOM
Activity Analysis
Activities: dancing, stretching, observing, instrument
playing
Users: dancers, chorographers, observers
Design Requirements
CORNER DOORS {196)
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.

L

I
CORNER DOORS

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM {159)
Natural lighting should enter the room from at least two
directions.
GOOD MATERIALS (207)
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the dance
environment.

Size: 2000 s.f.
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Spatial Analysis
Equipment: mirrors, barres, maple wood floors, seating
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GOOD MATERIALS

DANCE STUDIOS

FACILITY
DRESSING ROOMS
Adivity Analysis
Activities: changing, cleaning, grooming, storing clothing,
showering

••••

Users: dancers, chorographers
Design Requirements
DRESSING ROOMS (189}
The dressing room should provide space for individual
dress.

_J
DRESSING ROOMS

WAIST-HIGH SELF

WAIST-HIGH SHELF {201}
Shelving should separate dressing areas and provide
individual storage.
ENTRANCE TRANSITION (112)
A transition space should be in place to prevent views
into the space.
Spatial Analysis
Equipment: lockers, showers, mirrors, counters, sinks
Size: men's and women's 300 s.f.

nnn
ENTRANCE TRANSITION

DANCE STUDIOS

FACILITY
STUDIO SPACES
Activity Analysis
Activities: painting, drawing
Users: artists
Design Requirements

CORNER DOORS {196)
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM {159)

I

L
CORNER DOORS

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES

WINDOW PLACE

WAIST-HIGH SELF

Natural lighting should enter the room from at least two
directions.

WAIST-HIGH SHELF {201)
Shelving should be placed in the studio space that is
secure to store individual supplies.

WINDOW PLACE {180)
A space should be provided for relaxation and viewing.

GOOD MATERIALS (207)
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the art environment.

ART STUDIOS

FACILITY
Spatial Analysis
Equipment:
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GOOD MATERIALS

ART STUDIOS

FACILITY
STUDIO CLASSROOM
Activity Analysis
Activities: painting, drawing
Users: artists
Design Requirements
CORNER DOORS {196}
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.
LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM {159}
Natural lighting should enter the room from at least two
directions.

I

L
CORNER DOORS

WAIST-HIGH SHELF {201}
Shelving should be placed in the studio space that is
secure to store individual supplies.

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES
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GOOD MATERIALS {207}
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the art environment.
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Spatial Analysis
Equipment:

.... ·• ·..
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Size: 2000 s.f.
WAIST-HIGH SELF

GOOD MATERIALS

ART STUDIOS

FACILITY
STUDIO TO THE SIDE OF THE DANCE STUDIO
Activity Analysis
Activities: painting, drawing
Users: artists
Design Requirements
CORNER DOORS (196)
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.

L

BUilT-IN SEATS (202)
Seats should be built into the most comfortable areas for
people to sit.

I

HALF OPEN WALL (193)
Open approximately half of the wall to create a views
into the dance studio.
GOOD MATERIALS (207)
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the art environment.
Spatial Analysis
Equipment:
Size: 1000 s.f.

BUILT-IN SEATS

CORNER DOORS
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GOOD MATERIALS

ART STUDIOS

FACILITY
GALLERY AREA
Adivity Analysis
Activities: showing art shows, having gatherings
Users: everyone
Design Requirements
CONTROLLED LIGHTING
Natural lighting should be controlled to prevent direct
light striking the artwork.
THE FLOW THROUGH ROOMS (131}
Circulation in the space should establish a flow with
separate viewing areas that are easily passed.
GOOD MATERIALS {207}
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and contrasting in nature.

CONTROLLED LIGHTING

:

THE FLOW THROUGH ROOMS
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Spatial Analysis
Equipment: panels
Size: 1000 s.f.
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GOOD MATERIALS

ART STUDIOS

FACILITY
SHOP SPACE
Activity Analysis
Activities: browsing, shopping
Users: co-op members, patrons
Design Requirements
ENTRANCE TRANSITION (112)
A transition space should provide control of entry and
exit.

L

CORNER DOORS {196}
Doors should be placed near the corners of the room to
provide circulation without interrupting activities.

ENTRANCE TRANSITION

GOOD MATERIALS (207}
The materials used in the space should be natural,
biodegradable, and conducive to the art environment.
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Spatial Analysis
Equipment: racks, shelves
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GOOD MATERIALS

SHOP

FACILITY
DISPLAY WINDOWS
Activity Analysis
Activities: showing merchandise, attracting people
Users: everyone
Design Requirements
STREET WINDOWS (164)
Windows should provide a view from the street into the
display and a view from the store outside.
Spatial Analysis
Equipment: displays

STREET WINDOWS

Size: 50 s.f.

SHOP

FACILITY
COUNTER AREA
Adivity Analysis
Activities: checkout, surveillance of the store
Users: cashier
Design Requirements
LOCATION OF SURVEILLANCE
The counter should be placed in a central location, near
the door, and elevated to provide maximum views.
Spatial Analysis
Equipment: cash register, small displays for impulse buys

LOCATION OF SURVEILLANCE

Size: 50 s.f.

SHOP

FACILITY
fig 3.1 "Jane Avril Dancing," Bearwalls.com, 28 April
2002, <http://www.barewalls.com/ product/
artwork.exe?ArtworklD=6786&thumbs=1
fig 3.2 "Dancer Seated," Bearwalls.com, 28 April 2002,
<http ://www. barewall s . com/ product/
artwork.exe?ArtworkID=7862&thumbs= 1
fig 3.3 "Aher the Ritz," Bearwalls.com, 28 April 2002,
<http :/ / www .barewa!ls .com / product I
artwork.exe?ArtworklD=13965&thumbs=1
Fig 3.4 "The Dance School," Bearwalls.com, 28 April
2002, <http://www.barewalls.com/ product/
artwork.exe?ArtworklD=5594&thumbs=1
Fig 3.5 "Dancer Adjusting Her Shoe," Bearwalls.com, 28
April 2002, <http://www.barewalls.com/
product/ artwork.exe?ArtworklD=7557&thumbs=1
Fig 3.6 "New Id on the Block," BLUEPRINT, (April 2001):
49.
Fig 3.7 Ibid., 48.
Fig 3.8 Ibid., 48.
Fig 3.9 Ibid., 48.
fig 3.10 Leslie Armstrong, AIA, and Roger Morgan,
Space for Dance (Publishing Center for Cultural
Resources, 1984), 149.
Fig 3.n Ibid., 147.
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FACILITY
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CONTEXT
Austin, Texas is a unique city and culture. Architecture must reflect and
contribute to this eclectic culture. Austin's combination of natural resources,
water, and natural beauty served as a fertile place that has always charmed
adventurers, seekers, and artists.

Fig 4.1 Austin in the fog

INTRODUCTION

CONTEXT
Located on the Lamar Blvd named for Mirabeau B.
Lamar, also known as, The Father of Education in Texas,
the site has a valuable history.
The Tonkawas, Comanches, and Lipan Apaches, all
nomadic tribes, for hundreds of years lived along the
creeks in the Austin area. In 1730 the Spanish set up
temporary missions in the region. When the first Anglo
settlers arrived in the 1830s they called their village
Waterloo.
In 1839 the village was chosen as the capital of the new
Republic of Texas. A new city soon developed and was
named after Steven F. Austin. The town was planed with
a hilltop site for the capitol facing toward the Colorado
River from the head of Congress Avenue and Pecan
Street, which is now 6th Street To this day these streets
are Austin's primary business arteries.

1950s numerous laboratories and research centers had been founded, which
began to attract inventive thinkers and high-tech companies to the area.
In the 1970s fast growth lead to more political activity. Neighborhood,
environmental, and historic preservation committees develop and remain an
essential part of Austin's civic life today. Special consideration taken for the
purity of water flowing from Barton Springs has contributed to Austin
becoming an icon for many of the "Austin frame of mind."1
Many diverse cultural groups have chosen Austin as their home throughout
history. These groups have enhanced Austin's city and cultural life, including
its recent development as a mecca for music fans. Musicians David
Rodriguez and W illie Nelson drew national attention to Austin in the 1970s,
which began the rebirth of music. Currently Austin is not only well known
for its senators and school teachers, but for its cultural life and high-tech
innovations as well.
1.

~Austin History Center:

Our Community's Collective Memory," Austin City
Connection 11 Nov. 2001 <http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/ library/ ahc/ briefhistory.htm

Milestones in the city's growth occurred quite frequently
in Austin. Attempts to establish the University of Texas in
Austin faced some opposition when parents were
warned that sending their sons to college that close to
lawmakers would have a negative affect on their morals.
In 1893 the Great Granite Dam on the Colorado River
began construction, however in 1938 the dam was
replaced by a series of government-funded dams.
Coming out of the Depression, the beginnings of Austin's
high technology repertoire were being planted. By the

HISTORY

CONTEXT

LOCATION

II Site location

SITE
6th ST. & N. LAMAR BLVD.
AUSTIN, TX

POPULATION city of Austin 1999
AUSTIN: 629,769
AUSTIN AREA: 1,096,213

POPULATION GROWTH projected for 2010
AUSTIN: 796,276
AUSTIN AREA: 1,452,385 1
1. "Austin Area Population Histories and Forecasts," Austin City Connection 11 Nov.

Fig 4.2 Large aerial view of site

2001 <http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/ growth/ aus_growth.htm

SITE ANALYSIS

CONTEXT
II
Views II

Shoal Creek

View 2: Capital
View3 &4:
Downtown high-rises

View 5: Street scene

View 6: Housing hill

Fig 4.5 Site analysis of views from the site

id

CONTEXT
ACTIVITY NODE (30
This node of activity is defin~1g, by Lamar Blvd, one of the
only busy streets to cross the lake, and 6th St which is
always a virtual ribbon of activity. The intersection is
growing quickly creating a SHOPPING STREET (32}.
Developing around the intersection of 6th St and Lamar
Blvd are clothing stores, organic food stores, book stores,
and soon an office/ retail center.

Comme rcial
Industrial zone

HOUSING HILL (39}
To the west of the site (represented by the yellow area}
is a housing hill sloped down towards the site, seen in
view6.
INDUSTRIAL RIBBON (42}
With a railroad running down the middle and small
businesses running along the north side this ribbon of
industry is has an effective edge.
REACTION
The facility must develop actively around these different
Some possible issues to
influential surroundings.
consider while designing are
• Emphasis of a pedestrian path along the street
• Including a shop on the ground floor of the facility to
accentuate the SHOPPING STREET (32}
• INTIMACY GRADIENT (127} within the building
providing private areas for the quieter activities

Fig 4.6 Site analysis of a mapping exercise

SITE ANAL'tSIS

II

CONTEXT

The climate of Austin is temperate with hot summers and
relatively mild winters. Austin's elevations range from
400 feet to slightly higher than 1000 feet above sea
level. Native trees include cedar, oak, walnut, mesquite
and pecan. Prevailing winds are southerly; however, in
winter, northerly winds are about as frequent. Average
sunshine varies about 50% in the winter to 75% in the
summer.
During winter, sub-freezing temperatures occur on
average about 25 days a year. The coldest temperature
recorded in Austin was -2 degrees Fahrenheit on
January 31, 1949. Daytime highs, however, are limited
by frequent cloud cover.
Temperatures during summer are hot, with highs over 90
about 80% of the time. Upon occasion, cool fronts have
been known to drop temperatures into the 50s
overnight. The highest temperature recorded was 112
degrees Fahrenheit on September 5, 2000.
Precipitation is fairly equally dispersed throughout the
year. The heaviest amounts of rain occur during May
and September. With average rainfall near 32 inches,
extremes range from 11.52 inches in 1954 to 64.68 inches
in 1919.

Fig 4.7 Climate chart

CONTEXT
WAlEUESOURCES
Austfi'i'~rds aquifer, which provides drinking water for nw:n lfian a million people, is
alSo ihe source of po~tical conflid within the city. Supporting economic growth without
hurting the area's natural resources has been one of Austin's greatest challenges. Austin has
allowed large tracts of land lo be undeveloped, to permit rain water to seep through and
refill the aquifer. However, during the year 1997 Austin's population increased by 4.2%
further enlarging the conflict between conservation and growth.

The aquifer is also home to more species that exist beneath the ground than any other
aquifer. Great care is being taken to assure the safety of those creatures including several
endangered species.

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLINESS

Fig 4.8 Barton Springs

With environmental programs such as Keep Austin Beautiful the people of Austin encourage
environmental friendliness. Austinites have a reputation for being active in the
environmental health of the city. The Keep Austin Beautiful program, founded in 1985,
motivates citizens of Austin and the surrounding areas to take personal responsibility for
improving their community's environment. It focuses attention to litter prevention,
beautification and community improvement, and minimization of the impact of waste on
communities ("About KAB." 1-2).

REACTION

........ Keep Austin Beautiful
Fig 4.9 Keep Austin Beautiful logo

There is a push for climate oriented design in the architecture profession that
is strongly encouraged in Austin. A sustainable design depends on the
facilities compatibility with the environment. There must also be a reaction to
the specific issues visible in Austin, such as, promotion of clean air and water.
Patterns such as SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105), ROOF GARDEN (118),
and INDOOR SUNLIGHT (128) are good starts, but others are needed.
Some possible sustainable pattern additions are NATURAL VENTILATION,
GOOD INSULATION, WINDOW SHADES, and INDIGINOUS MATERIALS.
These patterns can help the facility reduce it's use of energy while
encouraging a connection with the environment by it's users.

CONTEXT

Fig 4.12 View of the site looking north east from across Lamar Blvd.
Fig 4.13 View of Shoal Creek Park from 9th St.
Fig 4.10 SHOPPING STREET (32) View looking south down Lamar
Blvd from the site.
Fig 4.11 HOUSING HILL (39) View looking west across Lamar Blvd
from the site.
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CONTEXT

Fig 4.l4 Aerial showing site of new development
Fig 4.15 Rendering of the
planned office / retail
development on 6th St and
Lamar Blvd.

, Fig 4.16 Apartment complex
on 9th St one block east of
Lamar Blvd.

SIGNIFICANCE
The new construction going on in the area represents the movement towards
a SHOPPING STREET (32). The existing buildings represent the character the
district portrays. Whole Foods, an organic grocery store, and the
contemporary shops depict the region's enlightened personality making this
an optimal location for an artists co-op.

CONTEXT
Fig 4.17 Stubb's barbeque

Fig 4.18 Joe Ely poster

Austin "is somehow wild-west, hippie, and high-tech all at the same
time" (http:/ / www.gorp.com/ gorp/ location/ tx/ austin.htm}. It was not so
long ago that this was a small Texas town, where cowboy boots, pick-up
trucks, and twangy accents come with the territory. The University
community, though, nurtures a hippie sensibility. The campus is ringed by
health-food restaurants and organic grocery stores, and this influence is felt
throughout Austin. More recently, geek-chic has become a major cultural
presence, as more and more of the population is employed in some digital
endeavor or another.
culturally appealing
Austin is one of a handful of U.S. cities with professional ballet, symphony,
opera, and theater companies. With 20 museums, nearly three dozen
galleries and as many as 35 theater companies, the city is experiencing a
cultural renaissance.
Along with the Texas State History Museum, other exciting new projects are
also in the works. The $60 million, Austin Museum of Art is expected to
open downtown in 2003. A massive renovation will convert Palmer
Auditorium into the Long Center for the Performing Arts by early 2004. The
University of Texas plans to bring all of its art collections under one roof at
the new Blanton Museum of Art by 2004.
ethically diverse
Historic structures, ethnic foods, outdoor festivals and a variety of musical
styles blend together to reflect Austin's multicultural diversity.
The Hispanic influence permeates the city with Tex-Mex cuisine and festive
celebrations such as Dies y Seis (September 16} and Cinco de Mayo (May 5}.
In clubs all over town, listeners hear the African-American community's

Fig 4.19 State capital
F 420 A . Ch . I
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CONTEXT
priceless musical contribution of the blues. A French
connection, one of the six flags that flew over Texas,
remains at the French Legation, built during the Republic
of Texas era. Austin stands as the gateway to the Texas
Hill Country, where thousands of German immigrants
settled in the 19th century and left behind a legacy of
food, music and unique architectural styles.

SIGNIFICANCE
This cultural description allows us to see the feasibility of the facility.
Combined with its natural resources the culture of Austin is a guiding force
that draws people to the area. If not for Austin's ballet, symphony, opera,
theater companies, museums, and galleries a co-op for dancers and artists
would not be possible.

musically inclined
In the early 1970s, Austin birthed a distinct music genre
at a now defunct music emporium known as the
Armadillo World Headquarters. Here, the kickers met
the hippies to produce a fusion of music-country, blues,
rock and roll, jazz and folk that evolved into the "Austin
sound."
Today more than 100 live music venues offer
performances on any given evening, making Austin the
"Live Music Capital of the World." Many of those
venues are clustered downtown along Sixth Street and
in the downtown Warehouse District. All over the world,
viewers tune in weekly to Austin City Limits, PBS's longest
r-- ---....--- -rr- - -; running series. People come
''"hlll
DAu
from everywhere annually
during the Spring for South by
Southwest a music and media
conference/ festival.

IFig

4.22 Jimmie Dale Gilmore album
cover

CULTURAL

CONTEXT
CHICAGO CITY HALL
Architect: William McDonough + Partners
Date: Completed July 2001

Fig 4.23 Plan of roof gardens

Fig 424 View of roof gardens

Scope: A 20,300 s.f. garden with 20,000 plants selected for their durability
on rooftops. Xeriscaping was a goal of the Chicago Department of
Environment (DOE). Their Urban Heat Island Initiative triggered the rooftop
design. "The rooftop garden will decrease City Hall's air conditioning and
heating bills and also reduce ozone pollution and smog, and improve air
quality."1
Parallels:
• Chicago's City Hall rooftop garden portrays the ROOF GARDEN (118)
concept
• maintains the goals of sustainability and xeriscaping
• reduces heat absorption by 50% and retain up to 25% heat in the
winter
• the garden only requires two inches of soil
• five inches can increase the reduction of air conditioning
• places the trees over structural columns
• developes hills by increasing the structural surface in some areas

1 ~City Hall Rooftop Garden," City of Chicago, 28 April 2002, <http://www.ci.chi.il.us/
Environment/ html/RooftopGarden.html

CHICAGO CITY HALL

CONTEXT
COLUMBl.A:S LERNER HALL
Archited: Bernard Tschumi
Date: 1999
Scope: Three level student center for Columbia. A wide array of materials
represent three buildings in one. Masonry and small windows on the
Broadway side, masonry with nearly black units on the campus side, and a
large glass wall with zigzag steel framed ramps in the middle.
Parallels:
• reacts to the macro and the micro settings on its different surfaces
• mixed functions including food service, party space, bookstore,
auditorium, art gallery, radio station, offices, etc.
• encourages interaction between students, instead of allowing them to
withdraw into their groups

"Poured into this extraordinarily diverse context is an extraordinarily diverse
II

program. 1
1 Robert Campbell, "Modernism and contextualism meet at Bernard Tschumi and
Gruzen Samton' s Lerner Hall with Porvocative Results." Architectural Record (Nov
1999): 95.
Fig 4.25 Exterior view from central campus

COLUMBIA'S LERNER HALL

CONTEXT
PRIVACY
GOAL 1 The building should facilitate private outdoor
spaces.
)

Performance Requirements
ACOUSTICALLY ABSORBENT
Spaces should be acoustically resistant.
GARDEN WALL (173)
Spaces should be able to see the street without the street
seeing into them.
ACCOUSTICALLY SOUND

GARDEN WALL

ROOF GARDEN (118)
There should be overhead coverage on at least 30% of
the roof.

ROOF GARDEN

PRIVACY

CONTEXT
SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL 1 The facility should promote a resourceful use of
energy.

-

Performance Requirements
THICK WALLS (197}
Air-conditioning and heat loss should be minimal
through the use of thick walls.
NATURAL VENTILATION
The windows should be operable and at least two
should be placed in every room.

I

THICK WALLS

I
NATURAL VENTILATION

WINDOW SHADES
Shades should be placed around windows to prevent
heat absorption during the summer.
LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM (159}
The facilities should provide a minimum of 70% natural
lighting during the daytime.

I
WINDOW SHADES

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES

SUSTAINABILITY

CONTEXT
. .

SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL 2
resources.

The facilities should utilize renewable

ROOF GARDEN (118)
Areas should be provided to encourage xeriscaping or
edible landscaping.
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Performance Requirements
INDIGINOUS MATERIALS
Indigenous materials should be applied whenever
possible.
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INDIGINOUS MATERIALS

ROOF GARDEN

SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105)
Outdoor spaces should face the south to provide direct
lighting.
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SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS

SUSTAINABILITY
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DOCUMENTATION
Introduction
The main goal of the program was to establish a quality architectural environment for artists. This quality was then designated as
connectivity. A pattern language was then established to enforce
this feeling. The issues in the program reinforce the pattern language while using patterns as performance requirements.

Northwest perspective

INTRODUCTION

DOCUMENTATION
INTEGRATION/INTERACTION
GOAL The environment should encourage interaction between dancers
and artists.
This issue was resolved by connecting spaces through circulation.
Performance Requirements:

1. All spaces should appear open and inviting through the use of large
doors, HALF-OPEN WALLS (193), and INTERIOR WINDOWS (194).
The goal was to encourage people to circulate through out the
building and view the activities of other artists.
The building does this by placing interior windows in studio spaces
to provide a view for the public, and by placing open spaces to
gather around the circulation.
INTERIOR WINDOWS: view towards the dance classroom on the
2nd floor

2. Outdoor areas should motivate people to gather by using SOUTH
FACING OUTDOORS (105), BUILDING EDGE (160), ROOF GARDENS
(118), and GARDEN WALLS (173).
The goal was to produce gathering spaces outside encouraging
people to enjoy the natural environment.
The building does this by producing the prescribed patterns and
integrating them into the overall building goals.

THEORETICAL ISSUES

DOCUMENTATION
MAIN ENTRANCE

ARTICULATION OF PATTERNS
GOAL Patterns should be applied to the design using a layering system.
This issue was resolved by designing according to the site analysis first and
then applying room requirements.
Performance Requirements:

1. Overall patterns should be applied first by reacting to building goals and
OFFICE

CONNECTIONS:

view from the stair
entrance to the offices
on the 3rd floor.

contextual issues.
2. Room patterns should be applied next by responding to room goals and
building patterns.

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE:
view up the main stairs.
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THEORETICAL IS.SUES

DOCUMENTATION
CIRCULATION
GOAL Circulation paths, of the surrounding area should be encouraged by
the facility.
This issue was resolved by placing entrances in the pathways of pedestrians
and vehicles, and orienting the shop towards the SHOPPING STREET {32}.
Performance Requirements:

1. BUILDING EDGE {160}: Pedestrian activity should be encouraged by the
building's edge treatment.
The goal was to produce a building edge that is varied in terrain to
encourage users to gather around it.
The building does this by overlaying different forms to produce a
varied building edge, while landscaping it.
MAIN ENTRANCE

2. STREET WINDOWS {164}: The nature of the shopping street in existence
should be used to draw people into the facility by a dialog between the
building and the street.
The goal was to produce a connection between the facility and the
context.
The building does this by placing windows along the street to show
the products in the shop and the artwork in the gallery.

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES

DOCUMENTATION
PRIVACY
GOAL The building should facilitate private outdoor spaces.
This issue was resolved by producing a ROOF GARDEN and landscaping to
create private areas.
Performance Requirements:

1. GARDEN WALL (173): Spaces should be able to see the street without the
street seeing into them.
The goal was to produce an outdoor space that is separate and
allows the user to view the surroundings without feeling vulnerable
to them.

3rd floor plan: including a plan view of the roof garden

The building does this by placing a GARDEN WALL to separate an
area of the ROOF GARDEN in a location that is accessible to a good
view
2. ROOF GARDEN (118): There should be overhead coverage on at least
30% of the roof.
The goal was to shade a good portion of the roof to provide a
comfortable experience during the summer months
The building does this by placing trellises and trees.

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES

DOCUMENTATION
SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL The facility should promote a resourceful use of
energy.
This issue was resolved by producing a ROOF GARDEN,
NATURAL VENTILATION, natural lighting, and GOOD
MATERIALS.

devices on the largest window facing the west.
3. LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF EVERY ROOM {159): The facilities should
provide a minimum of 70% natural lighting during the daytime.
The goal was to provide natural lighting in every room.
The building does this by placing at least two windows in every
room.

Performance Requirements:
1. NATURAL VENTILATION: The windows should be
operable and at least two should be placed in every
room.

The goal was to provide air circulation through
the building to decrease the dependency on airconditioning.
The building does this by placing operable
windows in every room.
2. WINDOW SHADES: Shades should be placed
around windows to prevent heat absorption during the
summer.
The goal was to shade windows on the south
and west sides of the building.
The building does this by placing shading

WINDOW SHADES

A PLACE TO WAIT: view of the 3rd floor

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES

DOCUMENTATION
The goal was to provide sunlight in outdoor spaces to make them
more enjoyable to the users.

SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL The facilities should utilize renewable resources.

The building does this by placing the ROOF GARDEN on the south
side of the building.

This issue was resolved by producing a ROOF GARDEN,
NATURAL VENTILATION, natural lighting, and
INDIGINOUS MATERIALS.
Performance Requirements:

1. INDIGINOUS MATERIALS: Indigenous materials
should be applied whenever possible.
The goal was to provide materials drawn from
the area for the building.
The building does this by placing limestone,
sandstone, and concrete.
2. ROOF GARDEN (118): Areas should be provided to
encourage xeriscaping or edible landscaping.
The goal was to landscape with plants that will
need as little resources as possible.
The building does this by xeriscaping.
3. SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS {105): Outdoor
spaces should face the south to provide direct lighting.

'(

West Elevation

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES

DOCUMENTATION
Window Placement:
Problem: The windows in the first design were placed haphazardly.
Solution: Windows were created that function well with the use of the space
within.

Kitchen Layout:
l' '

North Elevation: with a good example of window placement

Problem: The kitchen was too large and the space was empty looking.
Solution: I sliced the kitchen into half and made a storage room and an
additional office.

Pattern Application:
Problem: The patterns should be visually communicated in the presentation.

fiil llll H ii I
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Solution: I placed vignettes, displaying perspectives of patterns used in the
design, on the presentation.

3rd floor plan: including a closer look al the kitchen

Pattern vignettes

CRITICISMS

DOCUMENTATION
OFFICE CONNECTIONS: view from
the stair entrance to the offices on
the 3rd floor.

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE: view up the
main stairs.

The main change to the program was changing the core pattern language
chosen for the facility. The original language included:
SELF-GOVERNING WORKSHOPS AND OFFICES {80)
OFFICE CONNECTIONS (82)
SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105)
MAIN ENTRANCE {110)
ROOF GARDEN {118)
COMMUNAL EATING (147)
A PLACE TO WAIT {150)
BUILDING EDGE (160)
Currently, the language includes some of these patterns. The new pattern
language is:

A PLACE TO WAIT: view of the 3rd
floor

OFFICE CONNECTIONS {82)
STAIRCASE AS A STAGE (133)
ROOF GARDEN (118)
COMMUNAL EATING (147)
A PLACE TO WAIT (150)
INTERIOR WINDOWS {194)

INTERIOR WINDOWS: view towards
the dance classroom on the 2nd
floor

PROGRAM CHANGES

DOCUMENTATION
The conceptual basis for the co-op focuses on trying to bring joy into life
within its walls. The big idea used to achieve this effect is connectivity. This
means that the building's main focus is on connecting the artists together with
one common bond. This is achieved by intertwining the patterns into the
building.
Circulation is a the core of the design. Everything stems off of the central
circulation, making it easy to view into other classrooms from this area. The
gathering areas in the facility are also located along the circulation. This
makes it more likely for users to meet.
Essentially all the patterns in the building contribute to its connectivity. All
the patterns are linked together with a common bond making the building
flow smoothly.

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE: view up the main stairs.

CONCEPT

DOCUMENTATION
Spatial Hierarchy:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The circulation axis
The gathering spaces
The performance room
The classrooms
The remainder of the facility

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE: view to the side of the stairs to show
circulation.
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SPATIAL·HIERARCHY

DOCUMENTATION
The most compelling aspect of my design is the use of patterns. The patterns
complete the design because of their relation to one another and their
relation to the overall building goals.

I was once asked how one would know when the design was complete.
have now found that the way to know the design is complete is in the actual
designing phase of the project. During this phase the designer will know
when the design is complete by determining if the building goals have been
reached. The patterns need not always go down to the most intimate of
details.

West side perspective facing the street

North west perspective

DESIGN ASPECTS

DOCUMENTATION

1st floor plan
1st floor plan

West elevation

DOCUMENTATION

North elevation

3rd floor plan

South elevation

DOCUMENTATION

East elevation

Section A
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Section C

B

Section B

DOCUMENTATION
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Detail Section C.1
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C.2

Wall Section 8

Wall Section C

Detail Section C.2
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DOCUMENTATION

STAIRCASE AS A STAGE

VIEWING AREA

MAIN ENTRANCE

INTERIOR WINDOWS

OFFICE CONNECTIONS

CIRCULATION

MAIN ENTRANCE

A PLACE TO WAIT

DOCUMENTATION

Parti in plan 1/ 32" = 1'

Parti in elevation 1/ 32" - 1·

Structural Collumns

Public to Private 1/32" = I '

Circulation to Use 1/ 32" = 1'

Structural Collumns. Beams & Joists

Structural Collumns & Beams

Structure

-

Natural Light 1/ 32" = 1'

Natural Light 1/ 32" - I'

HVAC Plan 1st Floor 1/ 32" - 1·_

HVAC Plan 2nd Floor 1/ 32 " - 1'

APPENDIX

APPENDIX
SACRED SITES (24)
People cannot maintain their spiritual roots and their connections to the past if the physical
world they live in does not also sustain these roots.
Whether the sacred sites are large or small, whether they are at the center of the towns, in
neighborhoods, or in the deepest countryside, establish ordinances which will protect them
absolutely -- so that our roots in the visible surroundings cannot be violated.
ACCESS TO WATER (25)
People have a fundamental yearning for great bodies of water. But the very movement of
the people toward the water can also destroy the water.
When natural bodies of water occur near human settlements, treat them with great respect.
Always preserve a belt of common land, immediately beside the water. And allow dense
settlements to come right down to the water only at infrequent intervals along the water's
edge.
ACTIVITY NODE (30)
Community facilities scattered individually through the city do nothing for the life of the city.
Create nodes of activity throughout the community, spread about 300 yards apart. First
identify those existing spots in the community where action seems to concentrate itself. Then
modify the layout of the paths in the community to bring as many of them through these
spots as possible. This makes each spot function as a "node" in the path network. Then, at
the center of each node, make a small public square, and surround it with a combination of
community facilities and shops which are mutually supportive .

APPENDIX
SHOPPING STREET (32)
Shopping centers depend on access: they need locations near major traffic arteries. However, the shoppers themselves don't benefit from traffic: they need quiet, comfort, and convenience, and access from the pedestrian paths in the surrounding area.
Encourage local shopping centers to grow in the form of short pedestrian streets, at right
angles to major roads and opening off these roads - with parking b ehind the shops, so that
the cars can pull directly off the road, and yet not harm the shopping street.
HOUSING HILL (39)
Every town has places in it which are so central and desirable that at least 30-50 households per acre will be living there. But the apartment houses which reach this density are
almost all impersonal.
To build more than 30 dwellings per net acre, or to build housing three or four stories high,
build a hill of houses. Build them to form stepping terraces, sloping toward the south, served
by a great central open stair which also faces south and leads toward a common garden...
INDUSTRIAL RIBBON (42)
Exaggerated zoning laws separate industry from the rest of urban life completely, and contribute to the plastic unreality of sheltered residential neighborhoods.
Place industry in ribbons, between 200 and 500 feel wide, which form the boundaries between communities. Break these ribbons into long blocks, varying in area between 1 and 25
acres; and treat the edge of every ribbon as a place where people from nearby communities can benefit from offshoots of the industrial activity.

APPENDIX
ACCESSIBLE GREEN (60)
People need green open places to go to; when they are dose they use them. But if the
greens are more than three minutes away, the distance overwhelms the need.
Build one open public green within three minutes' walk - about 750 feet - of every house
and workplace. This means that the greens need to be uniformly scattered at 1500-foot
intervals, throughout the city. Make the greens at least 150 feet across, and at least 60,000
square feet in area.
SELF-GOVERNING WORKSHOPS AND OFFICES (80)
No one enjoys his work if he is a cog in a machine.

•

Encourage the formation of self-governing workshops and offices of 5 to 20 workers. Make
each group autonomous - with respect to organization, style, relation to other groups, hiring
and firing, work schedule. Where the work is complicated and requires larger organization,
several of these work groups can federate and cooperate to produce complex artifacts and
services.
OFFICE CONNECTIONS (82)
If two parts of an office are too far apart, people will not move between them as often as
they need to; and if they are more than one floor apart, there will be almost no communication between the two.
To establish distances between departments, calculate the number of trips per day made
between each two departments; gel the "nuisance distanceHfrom the graph above; then
make sure that the physical distance between the two departments is less than the nuisance
distance. Reckon one flight of stairs as about 100 feel, and two flights of stairs as about 300
feet.

APPENDIX
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SMALL PARKING LOTS (103)
Vast parking lots wreck the land for people .
Make parking lots small, serving no more than five to seven cars, each lot surrounded by
garden walls, hedgers, fences, slopes, and trees, so that from outside the cars are almost
invisible. Space these small lots so that they are at the least 100 feet apart.

SOUTH FACING OUTDOORS (105)
People use pen space if it is sunny, and do not use it if it isn't, in all but desert climates.
Always place buildings to the north of the outdoor spaces that go with them, and keep the
outdoor spaces to the south. Never leave a deep band of shade between the build ing and
the sunny part of the outdoors.

MAIN ENTRANCE (TIO)

1
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Placing the main entrance (or main entrances) is perhaps the single most important step you
take during the evolution of a building plan.
Place the main entrance of the building at a point where it can be seen immediately from
the main avenues of approach and give it a bold, visible shape which stands out in front of
the building.

APPENDIX
ENTRANCE TRANSITION (112)
Buildings, and especially houses, with a graceful transition between the street and the inside,
are more tranquil than those which open directly off the street.
Make a transition space between the street and the front door. Bring the path which connects street and entrance through this transition space, and mark it with a change of light, a
change of sound, a change of direction, a change of surface, a change of level, perhaps by
gateways which make a change of enclosure, and above all with a change of view.

ROOF GARDEN (118)
A vast part of the earth's surface, in a town, consists of roofs. Couple this with the fact that
the total area of a town which can be exposed to the sun is finite, and you will realize that it
is natural, and indeed essential, to make roofs which take advantage of the sun and air.
Make parts of almost every roof system usable as roof gardens. Make these parts flat, perhaps terraced for planting, with places to sit and sleep, private places. Place the roof gardens at various stories, and always make it possible to walk directly out onto the roof garden from some lived-in part of the building.

STAIR SEATS (125)
Wherever there is action in a place, the spots which are the most inviting, are those high
enough to give people a vantage point, and low enough to put them in action.
In any public place where people loiter, add a few steps at the edge where stairs come
down or where there is a change of level. Make these raised areas immediately accessible
from below, so that people may congregate and sit to watch the goings-on.

r

APPENDIX
INTIMACY GRADIENT (127)
Unless the spaces in a building are arranged in a sequence which corresponds to their degrees of privateness, the visits made by strangers, friends, guests, clients, family, will always
be a little awkward.
layout the spaces of a building so that they create a sequence which begins with the entrance and the most public parts of the building, then leads into the slightly more private
areas, and finally to the most private domains.

INDOOR SUNLIGHT (128)
If the right rooms are facing south, a house is bright and sunny and cheerful; if the wrong
rooms are facing south the house is dark and gloomy.
Place the most important rooms along the south edge of the building, and spread the building out along the east-west axis.
Fine tune the arrangement so that the proper rooms are exposed to the south-east and the
south-west sun. For example: give the common area a fu ll southern exposure, bedrooms
south-east, porch south-west. For most climates this means the shape of the building is elongated east-west.

THE FLOW THROUGH ROOMS (131)
The movement between rooms is as important as the rooms themselves; and its arrangement
has as much effect on social interaction in the rooms, as the interiors of the rooms.

As far as possible, avoid the use of corridors and passages. Instead, use public rooms and
common rooms as rooms for movement and for gathering. To do this, place the common
rooms to form a chain, or loop, so that it becomes possible to walk from room to room and so that private rooms open directly off these public rooms. In every case, give this indoor circulation from room to room a feeling of great generosity, passing in a wide and
ample loop around the house, with views of fires and great windows.

APPENDIX
SHORT PASSAGES (132)

•

"... long, sterile corridors set the scene for everything bad about modern architecture."
Keep passages short. Make them as much like rooms as possible, with carpets or wood on
the floor, furniture, bookshelves, beautiful windows. Make them generous in shape, and
always give them plenty of light; the best corridors and passages of all are those which have
windows along the entire wall.
STAIRCASE AS A STAGE (133)
A staircase is not just a way of getting from one floor to another. The stair is itself a space, a
volume, a part of the building; and unless this space is made to live, it will be a dead spot,
and work to disconnect the building and to tear its processes apart.
Place the main stair in a key position, central and visible. Treat the whole staircase as a
room (or if it is outside, as a courtyard). Arrange if so that the stair and the room are one,
with the stair coming down around one or two walls of the room. Flare out the bottom of
the stair so the people coming down the stair become part of the action in the room while
they are on the stair, and so that people below will naturally use the stair for seats.

ZEN VIEW (134)
The archetypal zen view occurs in a famous Japanese house, which gives this pattern its
name.
If there is a beautiful view, don't spoil it by building huge windows that gape incessantly at
it. Instead, put the windows which look onto the view at places of transition - along paths,
in hallways, in entry ways, on stairs, between rooms.
If the view window is correctly placed, people will see a glimpse of the distant view as they
come up to the window or pass it: but the view is never visible from the places where people stay.

APPENDIX
FARMHOUSE KITCHEN (139)
The isolated kitchen, separate from the family and considered as an efficient but unpleasant
factory for food is a hangover from the days of servants; and from the more recent days
when women willingly took over the servants' role.
Make the kitchen bigger than usual, big enough to include the ~family room" space, and
place it near the center of the commons, not so far back in the house as an ordinary kitchen.
Make it large enough to hold a good big table and chairs, some soft and some hard, with
counters and stove and sink around the edge of the room; and make it a bright and comfortable room.

FLEXIBLE OFFICE SPACE (146)
Is ii possible to create a kind of space which is specifically tuned to the needs of people
working, and yet capable of an infinite number of various arrangements and combinations
within it?
Lay out the office space as wings of open space, with free standing columns around their
edges, so they define half-private and common spaces opening into one another. Set down
enough columns so that people can fill them in over the years, in many different ways - but
always in a semipermanen t fashion.
If you happen to know the working group before you build the space, then make it more
like a house, more closely tailored to their needs. In either case, create a variety of space
throughout the office - comparable in variety to the different sizes and kinds of space in a
large old house.

COMMUNAL EATING {147)
Without communal eating, no human group can hold together.

I
communal eating

I act~ijy zona I

Give every institution and social group a place where people can eat together. Make the
common meal a regular event. In particular, start a common lunch in every work place, so
that a genuine meal around a common table (not out of boxes, machines, or bags) becomes
an important, comfortable, and daily event with room for invited guests. In our own work

APPENDIX
group at the Center, we found this worked most beautifully when we took it in turns to cook
the lunch. The lunch became an event: a gathering: something that each of us put our love
and energy into, on our day to cook.

....I

SMALL WORK GROUPS (148)
When more than half a dozen people work in the same place, it is essential that they not be
forced to work in one huge undifferentiated space, but that instead, they can divide their
workspace up, and so form smaller groups.
Break institutions into small, spatially identifiable work groups, with less than half a dozen
people in each. Arrange these work groups so that each person is in at least partial view of
the other members of his own group; and arrange several groups in such a way that they
share a common entrance, food, office equipment, drinking fou ntains, bathrooms.
RECEPTION WELCOMES YOU (149)
welcoming
area

•••
active

•

Have you ever walked into a public building and been processed by the receptionist as if
you were a package?
Arrange a series of welcoming things immediately inside the entrance - soft chairs, a fireplace, food, coffee. Place the reception desk so that it is not between the receptionist and
the welcoming area, but to one side at an angle - so that she, or he, can get up and walk
toward the people who come in, greet them, and then invite them to sit down.
A PLACE TO WAIT (150)

•

The process of waiting has inherent conflicts in it.
In places where people end up waiting (for a bus, for an appointmen t, for a plane), create a
situation which makes the waiting positive. Fuse the waiting with some other activity - newspaper, coffee, pool tables, horseshoes; something which draws people in who are not simply waiting. And also the opposite: make a place which can draw a person waiting into a
reverie; quiet; a positive silence.

APPENDIX
SMALL MEETING ROOMS {151)

I
I••
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The larger meetings are, the less people get out of them. But institutions often put their
money and attention into large meeting rooms and lecture halls.
Make at least 70 per cent of all meeting rooms really small - for 12 people or less. locate
them in the most public parts of the building, evenly scattered among the workplaces.

HALF-PRIVATE OFFICE (152)
What is the right balance between privacy and connection in office work?
Avoid closed off, separate, or private offices. Make every workroom, whether it is for a
group of two or three people or for one person, half-open to the other workgroups and the
world immediately beyond it. At the front, just inside the door, make comfortable sitting
space, wit the actual workspace(s) away from the door, and further back.

LIGHT ON TWO SIDES OF MRY ROOM (159)
When they have a choice, people will always gravitate to those rooms which are lit only
from one side unused and empty.
locate each room so that it has outdoor space outside it on at least tow sides, and then
place windows in these outdoor walls so that natural light falls into every room from more
than one direction.

APPENDIX
BUILDING EDGE (160)
A building is most often thought of as something which turns inward - toward its rooms.
People do not often think of a building as something which must also be oriented toward
the outside.
Make sure that you treat the edge of the building as a "thing/ a "place," a zone with vol·
ume to it, not a line or interface which has no thickness. Crenelate the edge of the buildings
with places that invite people to stop. Make places walk, especially at those points along
the perimeter which look onto interesting outdoor life.

OUTDOOR ROOM (163)
A garden is the place for lying in the grass, swinging, croquet, growing flowers, throwing a
ball for the dog. But there is another way of being outdoors: and its needs are not met by
the garden at all.
Build a place outdoors which has so much enclosure round it, that it takes on the feeling of a
room, even though it is open to the sky. To do this, define ii at the corners with columns,
perhaps roof it partially with a trellis or a sliding canvas roof, and create "walls" around it,
with feces, sitting walls, screens, hedges, or the eiderior walls of the building itself.

STREET WINDOWS (164)
A street without windows is blind and frightening. And it is equally uncomfortable lo be in a
house which bounds a public street with no window at all on the street.
Where buildings run alongside busy streets, build windows with window seals, looking out
onto the street. Place them in bedrooms or at some point on a passage or stair where peo·
pie keep passing by. On the first floor, keep these windows high enough to be private.

APPENDIX
SIX-FOOT BALCONY (167)
Balconies and porches which are less than six feel deep are hardly ever used.
Whenever you build a balcony, a porch, a gallery, or a terrace always make it at least six
feet deep. If possible recess at least a part of it into the building so that it is not simple line,
and enclose it partially.
GARDEN WALL (173)
Gardens and small public parks don't give enough relief from noise unless they are well
protected.
Form some kind of enclosure to protect the interior of a quiet garden from the sights and
sounds of passing traffic. If it is a large garden or a park, the enclosure can be soft, can include bushes, trees, slopes, and so on. The smaller the garden however, the harder and
more definite the enclosure must become. In a very small garden, form the enclosure with
buildings or walls; even hedges and fences will not be enough to keep out sound.
GARDEN SEAT (176)
Somewhere in every garden, there must be at least one spot, a quiet garden seat, in which
a person - or two people - can reach into themselves and be in touch with nothing else but
nature.
Make a quiet place in the garden a private enclosure with a comfortable seat, thick planting,
sun. Pick the place for the seal carefully; pick the place that will give you the most intense
kind of solitude.
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APPENDIX
WINDOW PLACE {180)
Everybody loves window seats, bay windows, and big windows with low sills and comfortable chairs drawn up to them.
In every room where you spend any length of time during the day, make at least one window into a "window place."
DRESSING ROOMS {189)
Dressing and undressing, storing clothes, having clothes lying around, have no reason to be
part of any larger complex of activities. Indeed they d isturb other activities: they are so
self-contained that they themselves need concentrated space which has no other function.

"""

Give everyone a dressing room - either private or shared - between their bed and the
bathing room. Make this dressing room big enough so there is an open area in it at least six
feet in diameter; about six linear feet of clothes hanging space; and another six feet of open
shelves; tow or three drawers; and a mirror.
CEILING HEIGHT VARIETY {190)
A building in which the ceiling heights are all the same is virtually incapable of making people comfortable.

_J

Vary the ceiling heights continuously throughout the building, especially between rooms
which open into each other, so that the relative intimacy of different spaces can be felt. In
particular, make ceilings high in rooms which are public or meant for large gatherings {10 to
12feet), lower in rooms for smaller gatherings (7 to 9 feet), and very low in rooms o r alcoves
for one or two people (6 to 7 feet).

n
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HALF OPEN WALL {193)
Rooms which are too dosed prevent the natural flow of social occasions, and the natural
process of transition from one social moment to another. And rooms which are too open
will not support the differentiation of events which social life requires.
Adjust the walls, openings, and windows in each indoor space until you reach the right balance between open, flowing space and dosed cell-like space. Do not take it for granted
that each space is a room; nor, on the other hand, that all spaces must flow into each other.
The right balance will always lie between these extremes: no one room entirely enclosed;
and no space totally connected to another. Use combinations of columns, half-open walls,
porches, indoor windows, sliding doors, low sills, French doors, sitting walls, and so on, to hit
the right balance.
INTERIOR WINDOWS {194)
Windows are most often used to create connections between the indoor and the outdoors.
But there were many cases when an indoor space needs a connecting window to another
indoor space.
Put in fully glazed fixed windows between rooms which tend to be dead because they
have too little action in them or where inside rooms are unusually dark.
CORNER DOORS {196)
The success of a room depends to a great extent on the position of the doors. If the doors
create a pattern of movement which destroys the places in the room, the room will never
allow people to be comfortable.
Except in very large rooms, a door only rarely makes sense in the middle of a wall. It does
in an entrance room, for instance, because this room gets its character essentially from the
door. But in most rooms, especially small ones, put the doors as near the corners of the
room as possible. If the room has two doors, and people move through it, keep both doors
at one end of the room.

L
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APPENDIX
THICK WALLS {197)
Houses with smooth hard walls made of prefabricated panels, concrete, gypsum, steel,
aluminum, or glass always stay impersonal and dead.
Open your mind to the possibility that the walls of your building can be thick, can occupy a
substantial volume - even actual unable space - and need not be merely thin membranes
which have no depth. Decide where these thick walls ought to be.
SUNNY COUNTER (199}
Dark gloomy kitchens are depressing. The kitchen needs the sun more than the other rooms,
not less.
Place the main part of the kitchen counter on the south and southeast side of the kitchen,
with big windows around it, so that sun can flood in and fill the kitchen with yellow light
both morning and afternoon.
WAIST-HIGH SHELF {201}
In every house and every workplace there is a daily "traffic" of the objects which are
handled most. Unless such things are immediately at hand, the flow of life is awkward, full
of mistakes; things are forgotten, misplaced.
Build waist-high shelves around at least a part of the main rooms where people live and
work. Make them long, 9 to 15 inches deep, with shelves or cupboard underneath.
Interrupt the shelf for seats, windows, and doors.
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APPENDIX
BUILT-IN SEATS (202)
Built-in seats are great. Everybody loves them. They make a building feel comfortable and
luxurious. But most often they do not actually work. They are placed wrong or too narrow,
or the back does not slope, or the view is wrong, or the seat is too hard. This pattern tells
you what to do to make a built in seat that really works.
Before you build the seal, get hold of an old arm chair or a sofa, and put it into the position
where you intend to build a seat. Move it until you really like it. Move it if you don't.
Leave it there for a few days. See if you enjoy sitting in it. Move it if you don't. When you
have got it into a position which you like, and where you often find yourself sitting, you
know that is a good position. Now build a seat that is just as wide, and just as well padded
- and your built-in area will work.
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GOOD MATERIALS (207)
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There is a fundamental conflict in the nature of materials for building in industrial society.
..

•

Use only biodegradable, low energy consuming materials, which are easy to cut and
modify on the site. For bulk materials we suggest ultra-lightweight 40-60 lbs. Concrete and
earth-based materials like tamped earth, brick, and tile. For secondary materials use wood
planks, gypsum,, plywood, cloth, chikenwire, paper, cardboard, particle board, corrugated
iron, lime plasters, bamboo, rope, and tile.
ACOUSTICALLY ABSORBANT
Walls and ceilings which are loo hard can bounce sound around and create echoes.
Use soft materials that will absorb sounds preventing them from traveling too far.
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LOCATION OF SURVEILLANCE
Workers are often located in the most inopportune places where they cannot see the entire
room to keep track of what is going on.
Locate a central desk in public rooms elevated with a view of the entire room, entrances,
and exits.
NATURAL VETILATION
In many buildings the windows are inoperable preventing people from enjoying fresh air
and good weather.
To enhance users' awareness of the natural environment and reduce cooling and heating
costs at least two operable windows should be placed in every room providing cross
ventilation.
WINDOW SHADES
In the summer many rooms on the south and west sides of buildings are overheated
because of direct sunlight creating unbalanced air conditioning within the building.
To prevent over heating rooms during the summer months place louvers and/ or shades
around windows that may be operated to reduce the amount of d irect sunlight.

